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Branding today is conceived as a co-creation process during which brand equity is created through interactions among the stakeholders and personalized consumer experience is an important branding practice for value creation and differentiation from competitors. Consumer-brand relationship has been proposed as a metaphor to connect relationship marketing activities and brand equity. However, little research has been conducted to examine how experiences with a brand affect brand equity via the consumer-brand relationship, especially in a service context. This research aims at developing a conceptual model to depict the structural relationships among brand experiences, consumer-brand relationship and brand equity. The model was tested against a student sample and received reasonable support. The utilitarian brand relationships, as different from a number of previous studies, contribute more to brand equity than affective brand relationships. Marketing implications, research limitations and future research directions are discussed at the end of the paper.
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Introduction

Given the paradigm shift in marketing to a service dominant logic (Vargo and Lusch 2004) and the changing role of branding to a co-creation process during which brand value is developed and evolved through interactions among the stakeholders involved (Merz et al. 2009), the consumer experiences in the process are viewed as the basis for brand value creation (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2000, 2004) and developing a close consumer-brand relationship is proposed as a strategic imperative to foster brand loyalty (Fournier 1998). A number of previous studies confirmed the importance of brand experiences in marketing practice (e.g. Schmitt 1999, Grace and O’Cass 2004, Chang and Chieng 2006, Brakus et al. 2009, Iglesias et al. 2011) and the existence of the consumer-relationship framework (e.g. Sweeney and Chew 2002, Veloutsou 2007). However, only a few studies examined how brand experiences affected brand relationship quality (e.g. Chang and Chieng 2006, Lee and Kang 2012, Morgan-Thomas and Veloutsou 2013). Very little research has been conducted to investigate how brand equity, a measure of brand value in this research, is co-created through brand experiences and consumer-brand relationship,
The role of consumer-brand experiences especially in a service context. The objective of the present research is to investigate how brand experiences affect brand equity for services via the mediating role of consumer-brand relationship. The consumer-brand relationship is conceived as a second order construct comprising affective relationship and utilitarian relationship (Leung et al. 2014) and hypothesized as a mediating variable that connects the branding efforts (measured by brand experiences) and the branding outcomes (measured by brand equity). A conceptual model is developed to depict the relationships among brand experiences, brand relationship and brand equity. It is hoped that the present research could add insights to marketers and academics in understanding the role of brand experiences and brand relationship in co-creating brand equity for services.

Literature Review

Branding as a communication strategy is to develop perceived differences among competing offers in a consumers’ mind and this is done through a long-term communication process consisting of different stages that contribute to brand equity for consumers (Keller 2001). In a service context, the brand equity is resulted from customer experiences during the service encounters (Berry 2000, Grace and O’Cass 2004). This brand communication process comprises one-way and two-way means operating at the corporate, marketing and marketing communication levels (Duncan and Moriarty 1998). A consumer-brand relationship is a construct that recognizes the interactivity between a brand and its consumers (Fournier 1998). Employees’ behaviors, consumer participation and their interactions in a service encounter are important elements for consumer satisfaction (de Chernatony and Segal-Horn 2003). The frequent interactions between consumers and their service providers create distinct brand experiences that differentiate from competing offers (Thompson et al. 2006, Merz et al. 2009).

The consumer-brand relationships resulting from distinct brand experiences parallels the evolving service-dominant (S-D) logic in marketing, proposed by Vargo and Lusch (2004) who argued that marketing needed to shift the focus to a service-dominant perspective by emphasizing intangible resources, co-creation of value and relationships (Merz et al. 2009). In fact, Vargo and Lusch (2004: 2) redefined services as "the application of specialized competences (knowledge and skills) through deeds, processes and performances for the benefit of another entity or the entity itself" and claimed that all economies are service economies. According Vargo and Lusch (2004), competitive differentiation may be achieved through establishing brand equity, an intangible resource, based on the perceived value of close relationship between the brand and the consumer, as a result of various branding experiences in creating the value of the relationship (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004). Therefore, it is proposed in this research that brand equity for services is enhanced through distinct brand experiences via the mediating role of
consumer–brand relationship. The following sections review the three key constructs in this study: brand experiences, consumer–brand relationship and brand equity.

**Brand Experiences**

Schmitt (1999) refers to brand experiences as events that often result from direct observation and/or participating in the event, whether they are real, dreamlike or virtual. In other words, brand experiences are consumers’ response to brand related stimuli during the encounter (Chang and Chieng 2006). Along the same line of thought, Brakus et al. (2009: 53) conceptualized brand experiences as “subjective, internal consumer responses (sensations, feelings, and cognitions) and behavioral responses evoked by brand-related stimuli that are part of a brand’s design and identity, packaging, communications, and environments”. In making their purchase decisions, consumers are concerned with achieving pleasurable experiences (Schmitt 1999). Over time, the favorable brand experiences develop bonds with consumers that help distinguish the brand from competitors and affect consumer satisfaction and loyalty (Brakus et al. 2009). In fact, various studies have shown that brand experiences affect brand attitude and purchase intention (Zarantonello and Schmitt 2010), commitment and brand loyalty (Iglesias et al. 2011, Lee and Kang 2012).

To assist experiential marketing, Schmitt (1999) identified five types of experiences: sense, feel, think, act and relate experiences. Following Schmitt’s classification, Chang and Chieng (2006) regrouped the five different brand experiences into two dimensions: individual experiences (sense, feel and think experiences) versus shared experiences (act and relate experiences). In another study, Brakus et al. (2009) distinguished four dimensions of brand experiences: sensory, affective, behavioral and intellectual experiences. To examine brand experiences in a service branding context, Grace and O’Cass (2004) conducted empirical studies and identified three important consumer experiences in services branding: core service performance, servicescape and employee behaviors. Therefore, Ismail et al. (2011) concluded that brand experience is a multidimensional structure comprising a sensorial component, an emotional component, a cognitive component, a pragmatic component, a lifestyle component and a relational component. To fit with a service context, this study adopted the framework developed by Grace and O’Cass (2004) and measured brand experiences in terms of three elements: core service performance, servicescape and employee behaviors.

**Consumer–Brand Relationship**

It becomes increasingly difficult to differentiate a brand from competitors based on functional benefits, especially in a service context (Berry 2000). Keller (2003) suggested that marketers should put more emphasis to the intangible aspects of a brand such as a person, place, thing or even other brands
that are not directly related to the actual product itself. Aaker (1997) identified five dimensions of brand personality, namely sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication and ruggedness, to guide how a brand might be personified to match with the human characteristics of the target consumers so that a brand could be made close to consumers. McCracken (1993) called this personification branding approach as an anthropological perspective of branding and suggested that a personified brand could be differentiated from competing offers due to the distinct cultural meanings and the myths attached to the brand. To take a step further, Fournier (1998) extended the interpersonal relationship metaphor into the branding avenue and proposed the notion of a consumer-brand relationship to explain how brand equity might be created by this anthropomorphization process. In her research, Fournier treated a brand as a relationship partner and identified six relationship dimensions to measure the consumer-brand relationship strength: love/passion, interdependence, self-connection, commitment, intimacy and brand partner quality. Along the same line of research, Veloutsou (2007) empirically showed that a brand relationship could be measured by two dimensions: two-way communication and affective exchange. Her findings are consistent with previous research as the two-way communication dimension enhances the interactions between a brand and its consumers to develop distinct brand experiences and co-create brand equity, and the affective exchange resembles the consumers’ affective feelings towards the brand.

Since Fournier (1998) first advanced the brand relationship metaphor to investigate the brand leveraging process, research on consumer-brand relationship were increased and marketers started to convince that a strong consumer-brand relationship could have such advantages as reducing the marketing costs, enhancing consumers’ ease of access to a brand, acquiring new customers, and finally increasing customer loyalty and brand equity (Smit et al. 2007). Fournier (1998) further distinguished between strong and weak consumer-brand relationship by identifying 15 types of brand relationships spanning over strong and weak bondings. Although marketers are interested to develop enduring consumer-brand relationships, not all relationships can be long-lasting and committed by both parties. Different consumer-brand relationship forms might evolve over time through various processes (MacInnis et al. 2009). Fournier (2009) and Fouriner and Avery (2011) developed a relationship map to delineate the different relationship forms according to two dimensions as defined by relationship strength (ranged from superficial/weak to intense/strong) and relationship rewards (ranged from socio-affective to utilitarian/functional rewards). To go along with the previous findings, this study examined two service categories (fast food vs. banking services) that represented different relationship forms as explained in the section on research method below. Following the study by Leung et al. (2014), this research also conceived consumer-brand relationship as a second order construct consisting of an affective dimension (measured by love/passion, self-connection and interdependence) and a utilitarian dimension (measured by commitment, intimacy and brand partner quality).
Brand Equity

Brand equity captures the previous investments in branding so that marketers can plan for the future branding efforts (Keller 2001). Brand equity is also considered a major source of competitive advantages for services by providing credibility and added perceived value to consumers (Bharadwaj et al. 1993). Two major approaches to measure brand equity could be identified in the literature: firm-based (e.g. Aaker 1996) and customer-based (e.g. Keller 1993). This study adopted the customer-based approach and defined brand equity as "consumer perceived brand differences arising from the consumer differential response to the marketing efforts of that brand" (Keller 2013). Aaker (1991) proposed four consumer-based brand equity measures (i.e., loyalty, perceived quality, brand associations, and awareness) that received empirical supports (e.g. Yoo et al. 2001, Netemeyer et al. 2004, Pappu et al. 2005). Awareness, associations and perceived quality measures are antecedents of brand equity while loyalty measures relate to the outcomes of brand equity. As the measures for consumer-brand relationship in this research had already included the concept of brand associations and perceived quality (i.e. the affective and the utilitarian dimensions mentioned previously), this study adopted the outcome measures of brand equity and conceived brand equity as a measure of consumers’ perceived competitive superiority of a brand (i.e. consumers’ differential response to the marketing efforts of a brand) in terms of two indicators: brand uniqueness and price premium (Netemeyer et al. 2004).

Conceptual Model and Hypotheses

The literature review suggests that the distinct brand experiences created in consumers’ mind differentiate a brand from competing offers. Furthermore, brand experiences evolved via an interaction process between the consumers and their contacts with the service personnel and servicescape develop into a consumer-brand relationship. The strength of the relationship formed determines the competitive superiority of the brand. The relationships among brand experiences, consumer-brand relationship and brand equity are shown in Figure 1.
Few service branding models could be found in the extant literature. Among them, Berry’s (2000) model, which followed the seminal study by Keller (1993), suggested that brand equity for services is primarily affected by consumers’ experiences in the service process. Furthermore, several studies indicate that brand experiences directly or indirectly affect brand loyalty, a measure of brand equity (e.g. Iglesias et al. 2011, Lee and Kang 2012). Hence, **H1a: The more favorable the brand experiences, the higher the perceived brand equity.**

Berry (2000) argued that brand equity is mainly influenced by consumers’ experiences in the service process. Therefore, it is important for a marketer to make an affective connection between a service brand and its intended audience to "spark feelings of closeness, affection, and trust" (Berry 2000: 134). Although not explicitly using the relationship metaphor, Berry (2000) recognized the role of the interactivity between consumers and service employees in co-creating brand equity. In another service branding model by de Chernatony and Segal-Horn (2003), the brand experiences resulting from the interactivity between customers and employees in forming the brand relationship were also noted. They proposed that the relationship between a consumer and a service organization is decided by whether the service delivery meets the brand promise in a consistently executed service encounter that develops memorable experiences. The studies by Iglesias et al. (2011) and Lee and Kang (2012) further demonstrated that brand experiences affect brand loyalty directly and indirectly via consumer brand relationship quality. These studies, together with the consumer-brand relationship metaphor proposed by Fournier (1998), suggest that a consumer-brand relationship mediates the relationship between brand experiences and brand equity. Thus, **H1b: Consumer-brand relationship partially mediates the relationship between brand experiences and brand equity.**
Along the line with the consumer-brand relationship metaphor suggested by Fournier (1998), a number of studies investigated how brand relationships were formed. For instance, Chang and Chieng (2006) found that individual and shared experiences resulting from brand associations, brand personality, brand attitude and brand image in a service process determined the strength of a consumer-brand relationship. Iglesias et al. (2011) and Lee and Kang (2012) revealed that brand experiences affected brand relationship. These previous studies on services branding and consumer-brand relationship therefore suggest the following hypothesis:

**H2: The more favorable the perceived brand experiences, the stronger the consumer-brand relationship.**

Following the relationship theory in the literature, Fournier (1998) and de Chernatony and Segal-Horn (2003) concluded that a strong consumer-brand relationship adds to the value of a brand. From a communication theory perspective, Duncan and Moriarty (1998) further suggested that a multi-level integrated communication program directed at all stakeholders concerned increases the interactivity between consumers and a firm that finally strengthens consumer-firm relationships and adds to brand value. A number of subsequent studies examined the effects of a consumer-brand relationship on various marketing outcomes. For example, Thomson et al. (2005) verified that consumers’ affective attachments (a concept similar to consumer-brand relationship) to brands affect brand loyalty and price premium, two measures of brand equity. Furthermore, Ashworth et al. (2009) investigated the influences of consumer-brand relationships to a number of marketing outcomes such as perceived quality, attitude favorability, word-of-mouth etc. Huang et al. (2014) examined how brand relationship quality affected brand loyalty. Thus,

**H3: The stronger the consumer-brand relationship, the higher the perceived brand equity.**

While various studies have been conducted to classify different types of relationship along different measurement dimensions, divergent views could be found concerning how these dimensions affect relationship formation and strength (Fournier 2009). It seems that more studies agree to the relative importance of affective benefits compared to utilitarian benefits in forming the strong consumer-brand relationship (e.g. Berry 2000, Gobe 2001, Holt 2004, Thomson et al. 2005, Park et al. 2008). However, a few studies show a different view. For example, Asworth et al. (2009) indicated that utilitarian brand attributes may contribute to strong consumer-brand relationships. Leung et. al. (2014) arrived at the conclusion that utilitarian brand relationships may contribute more to brand equity than affective relationships. Therefore,

**H4: Both utilitarian and affective dimensions contribute significantly to consumer-brand relationship strength.**
Research Method

Sample and Data Collection

Lovelock (1983) and Bowen (1990) proposed that different services might be classified by the degree of customization. Subsequent research confirmed that services across different cultures could be grouped by two dimensions: standardization/customization and person/object (Cunningham et al. 2004, Cunningham and Young 2006, Cunningham et al. 2009). Therefore, standardized vs. customized services were chosen to define scope for this research. Two service products and three brand stimuli for each service category were selected for this study. The two service products chosen were fast foods which represent standardized services, and banking services which represent customized services. The two service products were also selected to reflect the different relationship types displayed in the consumer-brand relationship map developed by Fournier (2009). The relationship mapping is defined by relationship strength (from superficial/weak to intense/strong) and relationship rewards (from socio-affective to utilitarian/functional rewards) (Fournier 2009, Fournier and Avery 2011). Therefore, the fast food category should have weaker relationships with consumers, but higher affective benefits perceived while the banking services should entail stronger consumer relationships and higher utilitarian rewards. The six brand stimuli were McDonalds, Cafe De Coral and Fairwood for the fast food category (both Cafe De Coral and Fairwood are Hong Kong based chains); and the Hong Kong Bank, Bank of China and Bank of East Asia for the banking category. One of the six brands was randomly assigned to each respondent to answer a self-administered questionnaire.

The model in this study was tested by using a student sample recruited from a university in Hong Kong. A total of 333 responses were collected from the university hostels, with 169 respondents for the fast food sample and 164 respondents for the banking sample. Given a self-administered questionnaire, each sample respondent was randomly assigned with one of the six brands in this study and was asked to answer the questionnaire with reference to the assigned brand. There were two reasons for using a student sample as recommended by Yoo et al. (2000). First, it was observed that banks and fast food outlets were located either inside or close to all university campuses in Hong Kong and hence students had been considered as primary consumers for these two services. Second, a student sample selected from a relatively homogenous population is most suitable for theory testing (Yoo et al. 2000).

Measurement Development

Based on the study by Grace and O'Cass (2004), brand experiences were measured by three indicators: core service performance, service employee behaviors and servicescape. Each indicator was measured by multiple items. An example measurement item for core service performance was "Brand X is reliable", resulting a 7-item measure for core service performance, a 7-item measure for employee behaviors and an 8-item measure for servicescape. The description of all measurement items for brand experiences is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Measurement Items for Consumer-Brand Experiences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Measurement Indicators</th>
<th>Description of Measurement Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumer-Brand Experiences</td>
<td>Core Service performance</td>
<td>● Brand X suits my needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Brand X is reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Brand X offers good core service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Brand X offers quality core service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Brand X is superior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Brand X has a variety of offers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● The quality of Brand X is consistent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service Employee Behaviors</td>
<td>● The employees of Brand X provide prompt service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● The employees of Brand X are willing to help me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● The employees of Brand X are never too busy for me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● I can trust employees of Brand X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● I feel safe in conducting transactions through Brand X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● The employees of Brand X are polite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● The employees of Brand X give personal attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Servicescape</td>
<td>● Brand X has up-to-date facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● The facilities of Brand X are attractive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Brand X has neat employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● The facility suits service type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● On average, the waiting time in Brand X is long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Brand X is always less crowded than other (brands of product)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● The lighting of Brand X is suitable and comfortable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● The environment of Brand X provides a warm atmosphere</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All measurement items are measured by 7-point Likert scales with 1=strongly disagree and 7=strongly agree.
Source: Author’s estimations.

Measures for consumer-brand relationship and brand equity were developed from the literature. Consumer brand relationship was conceived as a second order construct comprising a utilitarian and an affective dimension (Leung et al. 2014). Following the works of Fournier (1998), three indicators were used to measure the utilitarian dimension (i.e. commitment, intimacy and partner quality) and another three indicators to measure the affective dimension (i.e. love/passion, self-connection and interdependence). Each indicator was a multi-item measure and the measurement items for each indicator (refer to Table 2) were developed from a number of studies including Heide (1994), Sirgy et al. (1997), Fletcher et al. (2000), Thorbjørnsen et al. (2002), Aaker et al. (2004) and Reast (2005). An example item for the multi-item measure of love/passion was "I deeply love brand X".

Brand equity was measured by two indicators, brand uniqueness and price premium, adopted from Netemeyer et al. (2004) and each indicator was a four-item measure as shown in Table 2. An example item for measuring brand uniqueness was "Brand X is distinct from other brands of fast food/banking services". The response categories for each measurement item ranged between 1 (strongly disagree) and 7 (strongly agree).
Table 2. Measurement Items for Consumer-Brand Relationship and Brand Equity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Measurement Indicators</th>
<th>Description of Measurement Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Consumer-Brand Relationship | Interdependence        | - I can easily adapt to using a new brand in place of Brand X  
- I need only to spend minimal efforts to switch to using other brands  
- I am likely to try new product/service provided by Brand |
| Self-Connection           |                        | - People who use Brand X are much more like me than users of other brands  
- I can identify myself with those people who use Brand X  
- I am very much like the typical person who prefers Brand X over other (product) brands  
- The image of Brand X is highly consistent with how I see myself |
| Love/Passion              |                        | - I feel my relationship with Brand X is exclusive and special  
- I have feelings for Brand X that I do not have for many other brands in general  
- I deeply love Brand X  
- I always think of Brand X in my mind with pleasure |
| Intimacy                  |                        | - I would feel comfortable sharing detailed personal information with the employees of Brand X  
- Brand X really understands my needs  
- I’d feel comfortable describing Brand X to someone who is not familiar with it  
- I am familiar with the range of products and services Brand X offers  
- I am very knowledgeable about Brand X |
| Brand Partner Quality     |                        | - I can always count on Brand X to do what’s best  
- If Brand X makes a mistake, it will try its best to make up for it  
- I know I can hold Brand X accountable for its actions  
- Brand X is reliable  
- Given my image of Brand X, letting me down would surprise me  
- A service failure would be inconsistent with my expectations of Brand X |
| Commitment                |                        | - I am very loyal to Brand X  
- I am willing to make small sacrifices in order to keep using Brand X  
- I am willing to postpone my purchase if Brand X site is temporarily unavailable  
- I would stick with Brand X even if it let me down once or twice  
- I am so happy with Brand X that I no longer feel the need to watch out for other (product) alternatives  
- I am likely to continue the using of Brand X for another year |
### Brand Equity

#### Brand Uniqueness
- Brand X is distinct from others brands of (product)
- Brand X really stands out from other brands of (product)
- Brand X is very different from other brands of (product)
- Brand X is unique from other brands of (product)

#### Price Premium
- The price of Brand X would have to go up quite a bit before I would switch to another brand of (product)
- I am willing to pay a higher price for Brand X than for other brands of (product)
- I am willing to pay a lot more for Brand X than other brands of (product)
- I am willing to pay ___% more for Brand X over other brands of product: 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30% or more

*Note: All measurement items are measured by 7-point Likert scales with 1=strongly disagree and 7=strongly agree.*

*Source: Author's estimations.*
Data Analysis

The factor structure of each key construct was first analyzed by exploratory factor analysis (EPA) and Cronbach’s alpha coefficients so as to examine whether the data of the two samples, one for fast food and the other for banking, could be pooled together as a single data set for further analysis (Nunnally and Bernstein 1994, Hair et al. 2010). Measurement items with rotated factor loadings ≥ 0.4 were considered as a factor for measuring a construct and Cronbach α was used to examine the internal consistency. The relationships among the constructs in the conceptual model were estimated by structural equation modeling (SEM) based on Amos 19 and maximum likelihood method. The two-step approach suggested by Anderson and Gerbing (1988) was employed to first "fix" the measurement model before estimating the structural model. Since this study posited the consumer-brand relationship as a second order construct comprising utilitarian and affective dimension, the measurement model for this second order construct was first validated by confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) before the parameters of the structural model were estimated. Multiple indices were used to assess the model fit as suggested by Shook et al. (2004). The model fit was assessed by five indices including overall model fit measures (RMSEA and SRMR), incremental fit measures (TLI and CFI) and parsimonious fit measure (normed chi-square χ2/df). The commonly used indices such as GFI and AGEI were not reported in this study due to their upward bias with increase in sample size (Sharma et al. 2005, Martinez-Lopez et al. 2013). The cut-off points were 0.6 to 0.8 for SRMR and RMSEA, 0.95 for TLI and CFI, and between 2 to 5 for χ2/df (Hu and Bentler 1999, Hooper et al. 2008).

Findings

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EPA) Results

The Cronbach’s α for each indicator was above the 0.7 threshold level and the factor structure of each construct was similar across two samples (fast food and banking). The results of all EPA and reliability analyses provided preliminary evidence that the pattern of measurement indicators (i.e. the factor structure) for all key constructs in the conceptual model in Figure 1 was similar across the fast food and banking samples and hence the data of the two samples could be pooled together as a single data set for data analysis.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) Results

CFA was used to confirm the second order structure of consumer-brand relationship defined by the utilitarian and the affective relationship dimensions in this study (Figure 1). Each relationship dimension was measured by three indicators and each indicator was a summated rating scale of the measurement
items described in Table 2. The results confirmed the second order structure of consumer-brand relationship. The values of the overall model fit indices for SRMR, RMSEA, TLI, CFI and $\chi^2$/df are 0.02, 0.06, 0.989, 0.994 and 2.285, which are in general within the required cut-off points. The patterns of standardized loadings were similar across the two samples (fast food and banking). Together with the results of the EFA and reliability analyses, it was justified to combine the data of the two samples together as a single data set for estimating the path coefficients of the structural model.

Parameter Estimation for the Structural Model

Referring to Figure 2, the proposed model in this study is a partial mediation model with both direct effects of brand experiences on brand equity (i.e. path coefficient $a \neq 0$) and indirect effects of brand experiences on brand equity via consumer-brand relationship. However, a competing model, the full mediation model, exists when the path coefficient $a = 0$. That is, there is no direct effect between brand experiences and brand equity. The findings are indicated in Table 3.

A model comparison test was performed to compare the proposed model (partial mediation) in this study and the competing model (full mediation). The results of the chi-square difference test showed that the full mediation model was significantly different from the partial mediation model ($\chi^2$ difference value=11.686, df=1 and $p<0.001$). The partial mediation model possessed better explanatory power than the full mediation model when examining the model fit indices and the path loadings, and hence the partial mediation model was retained in this study. Therefore, the consumer-brand relationship partially mediates the relationship between brand experiences and brand equity.

The respective model fit indices for the partial mediation model were 0.041, 0.07, 0.976, 0.984 and 2.61 for SRMR, RMSEA, TLI, CFI and normed chi-square ($\chi^2$/df). All selected indices were within the threshold limits (Shook et al. 2004). As shown in Table 3, all standardized loadings of the structural relationships in the partial mediation model are significant at $p<0.01$. It should be noted that the standardized loading for the direct effect from brand experiences to brand equity is much weaker than the standardized loadings for the indirect effect from brand experiences to brand equity via brand relationships (0.254 vs. 0.802 and 0.708). This highlights the important mediating role of consumer-brand relationship in connecting brand experiences and brand equity.
Figure 2. The Partial Mediation Model \((a \neq 0)\) vs. the Full Mediation Model \((a=0)\)

Source: By author.

Table 3. Standardized Loadings and Model Fit Indices for Partial Mediation Model \((a \neq 0)\) and Full Mediation Model \((a=0)\) \((N=333)\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Relationships and Model Fit Indices</th>
<th>Standardized Loadings for Partial Mediation ((a \neq 0))</th>
<th>Standardized Loadings for Full Mediation ((a=0))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand Experiences → Brand Equity (H1a and H1b)</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Experiences → Brand Relationship (H2)</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Relationship → Brand Equity (H3)</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Relationship → Affective Relationship (H4)</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Relationship → Utilitarian Relationship (H4)</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\chi^2) (df)</td>
<td>97.17 (37)</td>
<td>108.9 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability Level</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRMR</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\chi^2/df)</td>
<td>2.626</td>
<td>2.865</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All standardized loadings (except the one between brand experiences and brand equity which was constrained to zero in the full mediation model) in the table were significant at \(p<0.01\).

Source: Author’s estimations.
Validity and Reliability Assessment for the Partial Mediation Model

With reference to Table 4, reliability and validity of the proposed partial mediation model were evaluated by examining the composite reliabilities (ranged between 0.76 and 0.98), average variances extracted (AVE) (ranged between 0.67 and 0.97) and the standardized loadings (ranged between 0.254 and 0.998) of all the key constructs in the proposed model (Bagozzi and Yi 1988). The respective cut-off points are 0.7, 0.5 and 0.5 (Bagozzi and Yi 1988, Hair et al. 2010) and the proposed model in general observed these criteria.

Table 4. Composite Reliabilities and Variances Extracted for the Key Constructs in the Partial Mediation Model (N=333)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Composite Reliabilities</th>
<th>Variances Extracted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand Experiences</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer-Brand Relationship</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Relationship</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilitarian Relationship</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Equity</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s estimations.

Hypotheses Testing

The four proposed hypotheses in this study were tested by examining the results in Table 3 together with the overall model fit indices. As all standardized loadings are significant at p<0.01 and the selected overall model fit indices were within the threshold limits, all four hypotheses were verified in this study. Consumer-brand relationship significantly mediates the relationship between brand experiences and brand equity and the effect is much stronger than the direct effect from brand experiences to brand equity. This also confirms the co-creative nature of brand experiences evolvement involving the interactions between the consumers and the brand throughout the brand leveraging process.

Standardized Loadings for the Proposed Model

Brand experiences in this study were measured by core service performance, employee behaviors and servicescape. Their respective path coefficients were 0.932, 0.844 and 0.847 and thus it seemed that core service performance contributed to brand experiences slightly more than the other two indicators. However, both utilitarian and affective dimensions of brand relationship contributed equally to consumer-brand relationship (0.998 vs. 0.975, refer to Table 3). Path coefficients of individual measurement indicators for utilitarian relationship dimension (0.988 for partner quality, 0.924 for intimacy and 0.939 for commitment) were slightly higher than those of affective relationship dimension (0.745 for interdependence, 0.804 for self-connection and 0.929 for love/passion). It appeared that the utilitarian attributes
for both service categories in this study were slightly more significant than the affective attributes in forming the consumer-brand relationship. Standardized loadings for brand equity are 0.839 for brand uniqueness and 0.735 for price premium.

**Regression Analysis**

Using the two brand equity measures (i.e. brand uniqueness and price premium) as dependent variables, the relative contribution of various indicators for brand experiences and brand relationships to brand equity was analyzed by regression. The results are shown in Table 5.

**Table 5. Regression Results using Brand Uniqueness and Price Premium as Dependent Variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Brand Uniqueness</th>
<th>Statistical Significance</th>
<th>Price Premium</th>
<th>Statistical Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inter-dependence</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-connection</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love/Passion</td>
<td>0.207***</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intimacy</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Partner quality</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Service Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Employees</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servicecape</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Square</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Variable that was insignificant and excluded in the regression analysis.
** p<0.01.
*** Standardized coefficient.

Source: Author’s estimations.

For brand uniqueness, brand partner quality (0.258, a utilitarian relationship indicator), commitment (0.222, a utilitarian relationship indicator) and brand love/passion (0.207, an affective relationship indicator) contributed significantly to brand equity. Service employees seemed to be the main determinant of customer experiences (0.181) that enhanced brand equity (directly or indirectly via consumer-brand relationship as confirmed in the conceptual model in this study using structural analysis). However, for price premium, only two utilitarian relationship indicators (i.e. 0.243 for intimacy and 0.248 for commitment) and one affective relationship indicator (i.e. 0.177 for self-connection) significantly affected brand equity. This further validated the mediating role of consumer-brand relationship in the conceptual model proposed previously. It seemed also that the utilitarian brand relationship contributed more to brand equity than the affective dimension of brand relationship.
Discussion

This study attempted to examine the effects of brand experiences on brand equity via consumer-brand relationship and confirmed the significant mediating role of consumer-brand relationship in contributing to brand equity. The research results demonstrated that service employees, among the various consumer experiences with a service, were the most important factor that affected brand equity directly or indirectly via consumer-brand relationship. This shows the co-creative nature of brand experiences in enhancing brand equity through the interactions between the consumers and the various touch points with a service organization such as employees and servicescapes during the service delivery. Both the utilitarian and affective dimensions of brand relationship contribute to brand equity for services. However, the utilitarian dimension seems contributing more to brand equity than the affective dimension. This finding is very different from many previous studies that suggest the importance of the affective dimension in developing brand equity (e.g. Berry 2000, Thomson et al. 2005, Heath et al. 2006, Zambardino and Goodfellow 2007).

Marketing Implications

Given that the previous studies call for a focus on developing affective relationships to enhance brand equity (Zambardino and Goodfellow 2007, Batra et al. 2012, Albert and Merunka 2013), this research gives a word or caution to the marketers that developing utilitarian brand relationships should be viewed at least as important as affective relationships. Consumers of fast food (a standardized service) and banking (a customized service) seem to emphasize the functional aspects of services more than the emotional dimensions. This study suggests that marketers should put more efforts on developing utilitarian relationships through customer experiences for enhancing quality, commitment and intimacy to increase brand equity.

This research also suggests that service employees seem to be the most important factor to determine customer experiences with a service. For the two service categories in this study, employees are the ones that perform the core services and manage the service environment. It is therefore important to recruit the right people and to provide adequate training to employees so that distinct experiences could be created for consumers.

Limitations and Future Research Directions

Several research limitations are observed. The present research is limited to only two service categories and six brands and is confined to the context of dyadic relationships. While the research design attempted to increase internal validity, it was at the expense of trading-off external validity. This study may also incur measurement errors due to a number of reasons such as the adequacy of the sampling plan, questionnaire collection and the domain of measurement.
items chosen. Overall, the measurement accuracy was within the acceptable limits as steps were taken to ensure the validity and the reliability of measures adopted. Finally, the present research did not take into account the cultural differences that might affect the applicability of the conceptual model in different countries.

There are a number of areas that require further research pursuit. For instance, it is pointed out by de Chernatony and Segal-Horn (2003) that organizational factors such as corporate values/culture and employee training are important variables to meet service promises and to determine perceived quality and brand value. Little research has been conducted to examine how various organizational factors may influence consumers’ perceived brand relationship and brand value. In addition, further research should include more service categories and address the cultural differences that might affect the generalizability of the proposed model in this study.

Furthermore, the present study is confined to dyadic consumer-brand relationships. However, the interactions between a brand and a consumer may involve a complex web of relationships (Muntz and O’Guinn 2001). It is not known how the branding efforts can be capitalized in enhancing this web of relationships and in attaining brand equity.

Conclusions

The present research confirms that brand equity is the result of a co-creation process between a service organization and its consumers via developing a consumer-brand relationship to connect brand experiences with brand equity. Service employees, among various touch points with consumers in a service process, are the major determinant of customer experiences. In contrary to the previous studies that point to the importance of developing affective relationships, building utilitarian consumer-brand relationships, as shown in this study, is as important as, if not more important than, affective brand relationships to foster brand equity. Marketers should pay more attention to the utilitarian dimensions of brand relationships.
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